Mobile Fence
Based on Geo-Location, Time, Wi-Fi
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About 1Mobility
1Mobility has successfully established itself as a global company, offering cloud based, internationalized and
scalable Enterprise Mobility Management (EMM) solution that monitors, manages and supports mobile devices
across platforms (Android, iOS, BlackBerry, Windows), service providers and manufacturers.
1Mobility has a team of dedicated and talented professionals with over 8 years of innovative software development
believes that “today, Enterprise Mobility though not mandatory, is a fact of business life for various obvious reasons
like increased productivity, cost savings, competitive advantage and better customer engagement.”
Having serviced industries like Banking, Financial Services, Insurance, Technology, Education, Pharmaceutical,
Communication & Media and Government and initial focus on the emerging markets, 1Mobility provides affordable
solutions either cloud based or privately installed, enabling over-the-air distribution of mobile applications,
configuration settings and security policies to corporate owned or employee owned (BYOD) devices through a
central web console. No matter what type of organization it is, 1Mobility has affordable solutions and services for
all, be it initial, advanced or matured enterprise mobility.
1Mobility offers following solutions


Enterprise Mobility Management (EMM) through consulting, development and managed services



Data Loss Prevention (DLP) of Mobile Data



Compliance enforcement and monitoring



Containerization



BYOD Management

For further information, please visit the 1Mobility website at http://www.1Mobility.com
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Many organizations use combination of corporate
owned and employee owned (BYOD) devices for various
business purposes. Some of the risks with these devices
include


Intentional or unintentional data loss,



Unproductive use of the devices



Vulnerability to the internal company network.

The best balance would be to lock down devices or
apply compliances only when the employees are
working or accessing corporate network.

1Mobility provides a comprehensive solution that extends Location, Wi-Fi and Time based fencing solution. This allows
organizations to define and conditionally apply restrictions on Devices, such as but not limited to


Features and Network configurations,



Apply Data Loss Prevention (DLP) policies,



Restricts Device Apps



Run compliance checks when the Devices connect to corporate Wi-Fi or are within a particular Time Schedule.

These policies are automatically removed when the devices are disconnected from the corporate Wi-Fi or exit the “Time
Schedule”.

Highlights
1Mobility supports


Wi-Fi based fencing



Time based fencing



Proximity (Distance) Based fencing:



Multiple fences



Fence specific DLP policies



Analytical reports



Fence specific compliance rules
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Configuration of fences
1Mobility provides a centralized console to manage Wi-Fi, Time and Proximity (Distance based) based fences. From the
console, the Administrator is able to add and view Wi-Fi, Time and Distance based fences.
Once the administrator has defined the multiple fences, they can associate these fences with Device Policies and
Configurations. The policies get applied conditionally when user enters or leaves the fence.
There is elaborate logging of when the user entered or exited the fence/s and detailed reports can be generated through
advanced queries under Reports modules.

Summary
The fences give a tool to manage a perfect balance between the privacy and data protection, especially in Bring Your
Own Device (BYOD) scenario.
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